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Updated Empire economics puts Phoenix on a path to production
Phoenix Copper has recently announced an update to its Preliminary Economic
Assessment (PEA) for Empire copper-gold (-zinc-silver) project in Idaho. The two-stage
process at Empire will leach base metals followed by a second stage leach for precious
metals and has compelling economics. In addition Phoenix is seeking to develop a
potentially quick-to-market lead-silver mine at Red Star and has two exploration plays:
Navarre Creek for gold and Bighorn and Redcastle for cobalt – all of which show strong
geological evidence of mineralisation. A recent £18.4m fund raise (£16.5m completed
plus an open offer to be finalised) has put the company in a strong position to move
along all strands of its business and we expect the Empire mine project to be taken to a
construction decision within 12 months. Fully funded for the next stages of its plans,
we expect 2021 to be catalyst-rich with substantial progress made on all fronts. Phoenix
has put aside some of its raise to investigate possible high-grade extensions at Empire which could be transformational for the company. We see fair value currently at 64p/sh
based on a SOTP valuation with projects suitably risked for stage and underlying
certainty of inputs.
Phoenix Copper has moved from an exploration company to a development company
focused on developing base and precious metals projects in Idaho in the USA. With an
updated PEA on Empire and a cash balance to take the project through feasibility and also
to extend knowledge significantly on its other properties, Phoenix is in a strong position.
Phoenix provides exposure to a range of commodities. The most advanced projects are
the Empire copper-gold(-zinc-silver) project and the Red Star (lead-silver) project which
are very close to each other and formed by a similar process realted to the emplacement
of the Mackay granite – the whole area remains prospective for further significant finds
in our view – and could hold significant deposits at depth. In addition, Phoenix also has a
licence which is prospective for gold at Navarre Creek, as Phoenix fieldwork has shown,
and licences in the Idaho Cobalt Belt - which has the potential to provide conflict, and
risk-free cobalt to the market for security of supply. A mine in development - the coppercobalt Ram deposit (Jervois Mining) – showcases the obvious potential in the district.

60

Future district potential is compelling
The whole Alder Creek district has significant
potential with the old miners barely scratching the surface in our opinion. The area
requires further examination at depth and along strike of the old mines, and we are of
the opinion that there may be a larger prize at depth – perhaps a large-scale disseminated
base metal deposit.
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Wild cards add to the promise in Idaho
Ongoing exploration at Navarre Creek for gold
and the start of proper work on the cobalt licences could be transformational for Phoenix.
2021 Catalysts
a multitude of catalysts are expected through 2021. In no particular
order: 1) drilling at Red Star, tracing the PbAg-magnetite skarn and defining a resource;
2) deep drill holes at Empire to test high grade potential and the presence of any larger
disseminated orebodies; 3) Navarre Creek drilling for gold; 4) progress on the cobalt
licences and; 5) continued improvements in the feasibility of the Empire open pit project.
WHI View Phoenix is moving into development stage, finalising the feasibility study for
Empire will be key. Developing the other strands of its business will create a significant
amount of value-enhancing additional news flow in 2021 in our opinion. We see fair
value at 64p/sh based on a SOTP valuation suitably risking the projects. Assuming that
all studies and works are successfully completed we see an unrisked fair value at 95p/sh.
WH Ireland Limited, 24 Martin Lane, London, EC4R 0DR, tel. 020 7220 1666
WHIreland is authorised and regulated by The Financial Conduct Authority and is a member of The London Stock Exchange .
Important disclosures and certifications regarding companies that are the subject of this report can be found within the disclosures page
at the end of this document.
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Investment Case
Phoenix is an explorer developer in
Idaho, USA.

Phoenix Copper (AIM:PXC) is an explorer / developer operating in an old mining district
in Idaho. It has a development-ready copper project in the Empire open pit having
recently updated its economic model for a 10 year mine life on updated Mineral
Resources and taking a holistic, whole metal view on the mineralisation to leach the ore
in two stages to produce copper, zinc, gold and silver. We see the potential to delineate
lead-silver (-zinc) ore bodies at Red Star following a better understanding of the structure
and lithology in the area, together with progress on the cobalt and gold exploration.
We see fair value in Phoenix at 64p/sh

Recent update to economic model for
Empire is compelling

Old mining districts unexplored for
many years offer many opportunities.
The area has not been explored
properly in modern times

Updated economic model for Empire shows compelling economics
Phoenix copper
has delivered an update to its Empire economic model. The updated model follows on
from the resource definition drilling in 2020, a new JORC resource and the development
of a new metallurgical flowsheet following testing to allow recovery of all of the economic
value in the Empire ore. The new plan uses a 11-year, two-stage approach to first leach
the ore with sulphuric acid to produce copper cathode and a zinc concentrate (in years 17) followed by re-leaching the ore with ammonium thiosulphate (years 4 to 11) to extract
the gold and silver. The Empire mine will process 14.3Mt of mineralisation to produce,
on average, 8.3kt/yr of copper cathode and 1.9kt/yr of zinc in concentrate in years 1-7,
and on average 16.7koz/yr gold and 660koz/yr silver in years 4-11. At current metal prices
the payback for the $55m preproduction capital is less than 2 years.
We see considerable value in old mining areas the licences in Idaho encapsulate a
former mining area containing an interesting mix of mineral deposit styles based around
the intrusion of a large granitic body. Zinc-lead-silver skarns with separate copper
replacement zones and veins have been previously mined and where Phoenix has already
defined one economic polymetallic resource. New ideas on mineral deposit genesis
together with sophisticated exploration geophysics techniques and targeted drilling could
lead to the discovery of new mineralised bodies, and the delineation of resources around
formerly mined high-grade cores. The discovery of the previously unknown Red Star
resource is an example of this with old districts still giving new discoveries.

Only scratching the surface at the
moment

Depth potential a significant upside We recognise the depth potential in the area from
comparison with other similar geological areas and are of the view that previous mining
and exploration has only scratched the surface. Historical high-grade veins at depth are
also worth a second look and Phoenix will drill some deeper holes this year.

There are many similar mining
districts on the West of the Americas
(North, Central and South America)

We see similarities with other mining districts in the Americas There are many mining
districts like this one throughout the Americas and we see parallels with other mining
areas in Peru and Mexico where profitable operations have been developed over
centuries and new deposits keep being discovered. Skarns, Carbonate Replacement
Deposits (CRDs), Mesothermal veins and porphyry systems are all common in these
important mining countries and add to the potential we see in the area around Mackay.
That there is also potential for epithermal gold deposits close by (Navarre Creek) also adds
to our sense that this mining district has much to offer.

deposits have good grade, mineralogy
and metallurgical characteristics.

Mineral deposit style is a plus In our experience skarns and CRD deposits tend to be 1)
relatively coarse grained (so it can be easy to liberate mineral grains – low power
consumption and easy to separate mineral grains – which gives high recoveries); 2) tend
to be high-grade pods or zones (with implications for the sizing of processing circuits) and;
3) are usually zoned and polymetallic (multiple revenue streams reducing risk). Grade is
not everything in a mining project but it helps juniors by being able to negotiate the first
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major hurdle successfully – capital cost – by allowing the inclusion of smaller mining and
processing equipment.
Benefits of mining appreciated by
Idaho

Mining understood by the state and local communities. Idaho is a mining state which
always comes high in terms of policy perception and “attractiveness” for investors (e.g.
Fraser institute 2020 annual survey); from the rich northern silver (lead-zinc) deposits
(Lucky Friday, Galena and Sunshine) through the gold mines (Golden Chest) and large gold
projects (Stibnite, Black Pine, DeLamar etc) and down to the globally important phosphate
mines in the south; and not forgetting the molybdenum mine at Thomson Creek
(currently on care-and-maintenance) and the cobalt development project near Salmon.
The benefits and opportunities from mining are recognised and encouraged by all parties
in Idaho.

….. PLUS exposure to gold

… and there is the potential for gold Although the gold project is not a priority at the
current time the Navarre Creek licence (5km from Empire) shows certain markers for the
presence of epithermal gold mineralisation. Anomalous gold has been found by Phoenix
geologists who note the similarities they see between the geology at this location and the
multi-million ounce gold deposits around Carlin in Nevada. Considerable work remains
to confirm this hypothesis, but the obvious size of the potential prize makes this area of
interest for follow-up work. Phoenix mapping in the area also found evidence of the
limestones and associated skarn mineralisation close to surface in the licence – pointing
to a possible extension of the Empire and Red Star style of mineralisation into the Navarre
Creek licence; this again needs further investigation.

Base metal, precious metal PLUS
cobalt exposure …

Additional cobalt potential……..Although not a priority at this time, Phoenix has several
cobalt project licences in the Idaho cobalt-copper belt. This is a 60km long, 10km wide
belt containing several known cobalt deposits in a 1.6bn year-old metamorphosed
volcano sedimentary unit (the Proterozoic Yellow-jacket Formation). It is a prospective
belt: Jervois Mining (ASX:JVY) has its ‘Idaho Cobalt Operation’ project in the belt with a
5.2Mt Measured & Indicated (M&I) resource grading 0.4% cobalt, 0.7% copper and 0.6g/t
gold with construction expected to begin shortly ; First Cobalt (TSXV:FCC) has Iron Creek
in the same area with an M&I resource of 2.2Mt grading 0.2% cobalt and 0.6% copper.

Sources of cobalt outside the Central
African CopperBelt are few. Supplies
of this critical metal will be under
pressure by the middle of the decade.

Phoenix initial cobalt exploration is positive……. The Phoenix properties lie close to
cobalt resources or formerly operating mines: Redcastle lies along strike from the Iron
Creek project whilst Bighorn is north of the formerly operating Salmon mine.
Reconnaissance geological sampling on the licences has shown elevated levels of cobalt
(up to 0.3%Co) and copper (up to 4%Cu) on the ground.
Silver an important component of
revenue and is due, in our opinion, a
price rise

Silver price due a rise
Silver has broken from its previous relationship with the gold
price probably due to its use as an industrial metal in many applications (more than 50%
of mined silver is used in industrial applications). However, much mined silver is produced
as a by-product of base metal mining (most commonly copper, lead and zinc mining) and
is currently running at a supply deficit. Investor interest together with an increasing
pressure on supply and with increased demand for industrial applications should drive an
increase in the silver price over the coming years in our opinion.

Simple market economics, well
understood by investors and debt
providers and with a guaranteed
buyer lowers the risk

Metals with a terminal market
The potential metals produced from Phoenix’s assets
are simple and easily traded with established methods of pricing. The economics are
simpler to understand, and risk low when compared with the more complicated
marketing required for the more ‘modern’ metals (e.g. lithium, REEs etc).
Management interests aligned with shareholders
Management has stated it wishes
to fund the projects from debt rather than resort to equity-heavy solutions for the benefit
of shareholders. Directors also regularly buy in the market and also subscribe in equity
placings – putting real skin in the game rather than relying on generous option packages.
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Investment case in a nutshell
Phoenix Copper has a development project and a string
of exploration projects all concentrated in Idaho – a good and safe jurisdiction. Fully
funded for its plans we see 2021 as a catalyst-rich year and one which could be
transformational for Phoenix.

Key Risks and Other Considerations
Investing in Phoenix does carry certain risks – many in common with other similar
companies – and we highlight the most significant risks as we see them below.
Commodity risk is low

Commodity Risk in our opinion is low. In the case of copper the price is at historically
high levels. As for gold – the price remains at strong levels and with billions being pumped
into the main economies to offset the effects of COVID-19 is likely to remain strong when
the current crisis is over. Silver has suffered more than most as a commodity, but with its
supply fortunes driven by production of other metals (it is mostly produced as a byproduct) is perhaps due a price lift over the next few years – especially as its traditional
relationship to gold has broken down. Longer-term there will always be demand for base
metals as essential components of industry and our modern way of life. We see a strong
case for even higher cobalt prices over the course of this decade – supply being
concentrated in the Central African CopperBelt – with increased demand as cobalt is used
in the EV transformation. In particular the USA has no domestic cobalt production and
Chinese companies control the majority of the supply chain – there is a real risk of supply.

Sovereign risk is low

Sovereign Risk operating in Idaho in the US is seen as low risk – Idaho is in the top ten
best global mining jurisdictions for investment (Fraser Institute - Investment
Attractiveness Index 2020). The state has many mining operations (and development
projects) and recognises the benefits that mining revenues can bring for jobs and trade.

Market Risk is low

Product Market Risk is a low risk in our opinion. Phoenix will produce intermediate
concentrates and metals for which we identify a ready market globally. From Empire it
intends to produce a final product – a copper cathode – for which there will always be a
terminal market with lead (and gold-silver) intermediate materials for ready sale.

Operating Risk are low-moderate

Operating Risk is always a potential. However, using standard, off-the-shelf technology
and contractors in the first instance will reduce the risk in our opinion. Leaching gold with
thiosulphate at a commercial scale is not widely adopted and will lead to some
commissioning risks as the exact process is refined at full plant scale, but thiosulphate is
used at a few operating mines.

Project execution Risk is low

Project execution risk again is always a risk. Starting small is the key and winding the
operation(s) up as further resources are outlined will offset the risk in our view.

Permitting risk is low

Permitting risk is low in Idaho– the licences being explored at the moment are on
‘patented’ land which carries with it certain rights and privileges with regards to the ability
to mine minerals and to build processing plants. Permitting times could be very much
reduced compared with peer projects in other countries and with thiosulphate as the
lixiviant for precious metals this will reduce the permitting risk in our opinion.

Capital market risk low in the case of
Phoenix but perhaps the biggest risk
to the ongoing ambitions of the
company at this stage

Capital Market Risk is ever present for junior miners and perhaps the biggest risk we see
in the company. In Phoenix’s case, it is currently very well-funded with supportive
shareholders; and the last equity fund raise in London provides the company with real
firepower and institutional support. Of course, Capital Market risk will be ongoing and
ever present until Phoenix begins to generate its own cash.
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Valuation
We see fair value in Phoenix at 64p/sh

Our fair value for Phoenix is 64p/sh.

Valuation approach
Valued on an SOTP basis using risked
DCFs and Peer Group comparisons
with an allowance for cash and
ongoing corporate costs

We value Phoenix using a SOTP approach as laid out in Table 1

Metal Prices used:

Table 1: Phoenix Copper Valuation (US$m*)

WHI
analysis
Copper
Zinc
Gold
Silver

$3.50/lb
$1.15/lb
$1,500/oz
$27/oz

 A risked DCF analysis for the Empire Copper oxide project from the PEA (cash flow and
inputs provided in Table 8 – Phoenix PEA / WHI estimates - 70% NAV included in the
fair value). We split this into the base metal and precious metal streams.
 A risked DCF for the potential at Red Star PEA (cash flow and inputs provided in Table
10 – WHI estimates – 20% NAV included in the fair value). Continuation of the Red
Star mineralisation has been found with evidence it extends 300m to White Knob.
 A value for Navarre Creek gold licence based on peer analysis – i.e. what is a gold
exploration peer worth in Idaho.
 A value for the cobalt properties (Bighorn and Redcastle) based on peer analysis

Valuation Approach
Phoenix
updated
PEA
$3.60/lb
$1.20/lb
$1,825/oz
$27/oz

Valuation
US$m

Valuation
£m**

Owned

Risk
*

Valuation
GBPp/sh#

80%
80%
80%

70%
70%
20%

27.0
3.8
4.7
6.4
7.6

Empire Base metals
Empire gold silver
Red Star
Gold Exploration
Cobalt Exploration

DCF8
DCF8
DCF8
Peer
Peer

87.1
10.6
45.7
5.0
12.0

64.5
7.8
33.9
3.7
8.9

Cash & Cash Equivalents***
Corporate Costs

WHI e
3yr DCF-8%

24.3
(3.4)

18.0
(2.6)

WH Ireland Valuation

16.4
(2.2)
63.6

Source: WH Ireland Research
* Subjective risk
** FX US$:£ = 1.35:1. , *** WHI est. end March 2020. # 116m shares in issue post March 2021 fund raise

Unrisked our fair value target would rise from 64p/sh to 95p/sh. Although obviously
there are many things (drilling, feasibility, funding, construction and commissioning; to
name but a few) that would need to be completed first. At the point of regular
production, operating companies are valued differently and the valuation for a company
generating on average over $20m/yr (higher in the early years) of post-tax cash flow
would be considerably higher.

Peer Companies in Idaho
Idaho has a vibrant exploration,
development and mining industry

There is considerable current activity in the Idaho Cobalt Belt with one project close to
funding (Idaho Cobalt Operation – The Ram deposit – Jervois Mining) and one in
evaluation (Iron Creek Project). Phoenix’s Redcastle project is adjacent to First Cobalt’s
Iron Creek project whilst Bighorn is close to New World Resources’ projects.
From the Market Capitalisation of Idaho cobalt explorers in Table 2 we use a value to
Phoenix of $12m for the two Phoenix cobalt projects in our fair value calculation. This
represents 1) the ‘nearology’ (along strike) of the resource at Iron Creek; 2) the interest
companies see in cobalt projects in Idaho; 3) the global requirement for future cobalt
supplies (and supplies outside of Africa) plus; 4) the fact that Phoenix has shown there to
be elevated levels of cobalt in samples during its ground geological surveys.
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For the Phoenix gold property at Navarre Creek we use $5m in our fair value calculation.
There is evidence of gold bearing structures at Navarre Creek and Phoenix has shown that
the area carries many similarities with Carlin-style mineralisation from the type areas in
Nevada. Anomalous gold was found in hydrothermally altered volcanic tuffs, with all
samples (barring one) assaying a ‘high’ gold grade (>0.1g/t gold) associated with
jasperoid-hosted quartz stockwork and micro-veining. The $5m we use is obviously at the
lower end of our scale (Table 3) but ties in with recent M&A in the State (Table 4) on
similar old properties and shows what we believe Phoenix can add to the value of their
property given the recent fund raise.

Table 2: Phoenix Copper – Cobalt Peers in Idaho
Mkt Cap Status
USDm*
Jervois Mining Limited

275

Developer

First Cobalt Corp.

123

Explorer

62

Explorer

11

Explorer

7
5
3

Explorer
Explorer
Explorer

New World Resources
Limited
Idaho Champion Gold
Mines Canada Inc.
Hybrid Minerals Inc.
International Cobalt Corp.
Century Cobalt Corp.

Notes
Nickel-cobalt in Australia and cobalt-copper in USA (ICO
Project Idaho)
Iron Creek project (Idaho) with a cobalt refinery and
cobalt exploration in Canada
Base metal exploration in Australia and the Americas
(Coulson and Elkhorn cobalt projects in Idaho)
Gold (Banner and Champagne) and Cobalt (exploration
in Idaho)
Cobalt exploration in Idaho - Emperium project
Cobalt exploration in Idaho - Blackbird project
Cobalt exploration in Idaho - CAS project

Source: WH Ireland Research, CapitalIQ * S&P CapitalIQ 12/03/2021

Table 3: Phoenix Copper – Gold Peers in Idaho
Mkt Cap Notes
USDm*

Revival Gold Inc.

37

Freeman Gold
Idaho Champion Gold
Mines Canada Inc.
Thunder Mountain Gold,
Inc.
Magellan Gold Corp.

32

Gold exploration and development Blackpine (Idaho) and Goldstike
(Utah)
Redevelopment of the Stibnite mine (Idaho)
Gold (copper) exploration and development throughout the Americas
(Almaden in Idaho)
Precious metal mines and projects (DeLamar gold project in Idaho)
Nevada and Idaho exploration (Challis project in Idaho)
Gold production in Finland with gold exploration in Idaho (Friday and
Buffalo Gulch)
Gold production and development in Idaho (Golden Chest mine) and
Montana
Lone Pine Project (Idaho)
Redevelopment of the Beartrack mine (Idaho) and exploration at
Arnett (Idaho)
Lehmi Gold project

11

Gold (Banner and Champagne) and cobalt (exploration in Idaho)

Gold Lion Resources Inc.

5

Atlanta Gold Inc.

2

Liberty Gold Corp.

317

Perpetua Resources Corp.

314

GoldMining Inc.

240

Integra Resources Corp.
US Gold

167
75

Endomines AB (publ)

65

New Jersey Mining
Company
Hawkstone Mining Limited

49
47

9
7

Idaho base metal (South Mountain) and gold exploration (Trout
Creek)
Center Star project
Gold exploration at Erickson Ridge, South Orogrande and Robber
Gulch (all in Idaho)
Atlanta Gold project (Idaho)

Source: WH Ireland Research, CapitalIQ * S&P CapitalIQ 12/03/2021
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Table 4: Recent (2020) gold M&A in Idaho
Purchase Price Notes
USDm
Lone Pine project

0.5

Almaden project

1.2

Gold Lion Resources
(3 projects)

1.5

Center Star project

1.5

Northern Panther
merges with US Gold

5.5

Lodge Resources
(renamed Freeman
Gold) buys Lower 48
Resources

16.0

Lone Pine Project bought by Hawkstone Mining from Inception Mining
Ltd. Non-JORC Resource of 71koz (123kt grading 18g/t) in 1935.
Transaction February 2020. All cash
Almaden project was bought by GoldMining Inc. Contains a historic
resource (currently pending a review) calculated from over 70km of
drilling in 934 holes. Transaction February 2020 50% cash and shares
Erickson Ridge, South Orogrande and Robber Gulch bought from EMX
Royalty Corp. Along strike from resources and with good geological
gold indications. Transaction April 2020 (shares, cash and NSR)
Center Star Project bought by Magellan Gold Corp from a private
Company No resource. Last worked in a small scale way in the 1980.
Transaction end April 2020s
Challis project (old NI 43 101 of 333koz at a grade of 1.22g/t). $5.5m in
shares in US Gold to Northern Panther shareholders. Transaction
August 2020
Lehmi project historical resources of 1.2Moz gold grading 1.3g/t gold.
Issue of shares and work commitment to fund next stage of exploration.
Transaction September 2020

Source: WH Ireland Research, CapitalIQ

Upside
Plenty of upsides to share price
appreciation
We see a big uplift in the Empire
Precious metals stream if the current
gold price can be maintained
Unrisked from $10.6m to $27.2m
(5.4p to 13.9p)

With a polymetallic district like the one at Empire and Red Star there are many potential
upsides. We list a few upsides that we can see:
 Extension of mineralisation at Empire and Red Star. Phoenix has delineated
orebodies that are open along strike and dip. Any additions to the resource which
could be accessed from the same open pit at Empire, or underground at Red Star,
would improve economics by increasing scale or extending mine life. This is
especially the case for Red Star with only 4 years of production shown at this stage.
 If the gold price was to remain at levels of $1,800/oz our fair value (unrisked – Table
1) for the Empire Precious metals circuit would nearly triple from $10.6m to $27.2m.
 Deep sulphide veins and replacements are likely developed. In all likelihood, the
oxide ore at Empire has a deeper underlying sulphide extension.
 There may be an underlying disseminated mineralised system (porphyry-style
mineralisation). This is a longer-term goal, but one that will be explored with time.
 Demonstration of a gold resource at Navarre Creek; an area which displays many
characteristics of a gold mineralising system in our view
 Discovery of limestone-hosted skarn mineralisation in the Navarre Creek licence
 Progress on the cobalt licences either via a JV or dedicated exploration expenditure
from Phoenix to generate a fuller understanding of any potential.

Sensitivity
NPVs are obviously sensitive to the
discount rate used. We usually use a
standard 10% discount rate across our
mining valuation, but that is too high
from the sort of jurisdiction we see in
Idaho – and so use 8% for our NPVs
WHIreland

We show sensitivity to price, capital cost and operating cost for Empire, Empire Precious
Metals and Red Star in Figures 8, 9 and 10 respectively.
Perhaps one of the biggest sensitivities is to discount rate. We usually use a standard 10%
for most of our mining projects, but arguably in Idaho there is a lower capital risk and so
we use 8% as our discount rate. Table 5 shows the different NPVs at various discount
rates for each of our project DCFs.
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Table 5: Sensitivity to Discount Rate
Project

NPV8 (USDm) *

NPV10 (USDm)

NPV15 (USDm)

87.1
10.6
45.7

78.1
7.7
41.7

59.8
2.9
33.1

Empire Oxide open pit Project
Empire Precious Metals Circuit Project
Red Star Project

Source: WH Ireland Research * Value used in our fair value calculation

Phoenix Copper Projects
Phoenix is an exploration and
development company with a range of
projects for a range of commodities

Phoenix Copper is an exploration and development company operating in North America
– specifically in Idaho. It has an advanced stage base metal project (Empire copper-goldzinc-silver project), prospective projects (Red Star silver-lead project), together with
further gold (Navarre Creek) and cobalt projects (Bighorn and Redcastle).
Like in many historical mining districts there is considerable merit in applying modern
exploration techniques and an updated understanding in mineral deposit genesis to
reinterpret these formerly producing areas.
Figure 1: Location of Phoenix Copper’s Projects

Bighorn and Redcastle
Cobalt projects

Empire Mine Project
Red Star and
Empire Copper
(Navarre Creek - gold)

Source: WH Ireland Research
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Empire Mine and Red Star
Projects are easily accessible

The Empire mine area is easily accessible from forest tracks off US Highway 93 which pass
north through Mackay to the town of Challis. The properties are owned 80% by Phoenix
with the remaining 20% held by ExGen (who also own a 2.5%NSR royalty and are carried
until a Feasibility Study is completed).
Figure 2: Empire Mine

Source: WH Ireland Research, Phoenix Copper

History
The history of mining shows the
potential endowment of the area

The Empire mine produced 765ktons of ore grading 3.6% copper, 1.5g/t gold and 49g/t
silver from 1901 to 1944 to produce 56Mlbs copper, 1.2Moz silver and 37koz gold. It was
operated by the Empire Copper Company and then latterly by the Idaho Copper company.
Mineralisation over a strike length of 1.2km with an average width of 6-73m was mined
down to a depth of over 300m (US Dept. of the Interior – Geological Survey Report). This
mine closed during the Second World War.
The separate historic Red Star Group of mines were operated by “the White Knob Mining
Company” (subsequently owned by the United States Smelting & Refining Company
which became ASARCO). The mine(s) went into production in 1919 and continued in
operation until closure in 1928. The group produced 0.5Moz silver, 0.5Mlbs copper,
15.0Mlbs lead and 4.6Mlbs zinc (Idaho Geological Survey) from only 73.3kst of ore.

Geology
The Geology in the area is controlled by ‘Basin and Range’ tectonics as a result of crustal
extension – whereby older rocks are raised up on ‘horsts’ with younger rocks infilling the
‘grabens’ in between. The mining licences owned by Phoenix are raised up on the horsts
– the ‘White Knob horst’. The rocks are comprised of Lower Mississippian sediments with
4,000ft of distal turbidite and mudstone overlain conformably by 5,500ft of Mississippian
limestone – mostly pure limestone with abundant layers of chert. Infilling the grabens
are younger (Eocene) volcanic rocks (andesite to rhyolite flows and tuffs).
WHIreland
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Skarn
Skarn is an old Swedish mining term,
but now refers to the group of mineral
deposits formed by metasomatism –
whereby hydrothermal fluids alter the
mineral assemblage either inside an
intrusion (endoskarn), or outside
(exoskarn). Skarns form best when
the intrusion is into reactive,
carbonate rocks.
Can be large systems – e.g. Antamina
mine in Peru which is a copper-zinc
producer of global scale.

The mineralisation is spatially and genetically associated with the intrusion of the Mackay
granitic stock – a complex intrusive consisting of separate intrusions of Quartz
monzodiorite, granophyre, granite porphyry and Mackay granite. Mineralisation takes
several forms all genetically related to hydrothermal fluids from the granitic intrusion to
form skarns (garnet-pyroxene-magnetite) and veins in the granite itself and in the host
carbonates. Mineralisation follows structures associated with the granitic intrusion and
as replacements in the reactive carbonates.
The mineralisation has been traced from the Empire open pit resource to the old White
Knob mine – a distance of 2,500m (Figure 2). Along this strike length is the Red Star
resource discovered and delineated by Phoenix and which will be the subject of a further
drilling campaign in 2021.

Figure 3: The Red Star skarn outcrop

Figure 4: Discovery outcrop at Red Star

Source: WH Ireland Research, Phoenix Copper

Resources
Resources recently updated to reflect
the multiple metal streams possible
from Empire

After several drilling campaigns a resource has been calculated for the Empire mine oxide
project (most recently updated October 2020). This takes in several drill campaigns in 93
holes and over 8.5km of drilling. The Inferred resource at Red Star is from a limited
number of holes (3), but with a 320m strike outcrop traced on surface and with a recent
understanding that the prospective zone extends all the way to White Knob and
Horseshoe (Figure 2).

Red Star is at an exciting resource
development stage – 2021 could show
big increases in resources for the
project – given the surface expression
of the mineralised zone, drilling in
2020 and the understanding of the
geophysical expression of the
underlying mineralisation

Table 6: Empire Mine Resource* (October 2020)

WHIreland

Measured
Indicated
Total M&I
Inferred
Total Resource

Tonnage (Mt)
8.3
14.6
22.9
10.6
33.5

Cu (%)
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

Zn (%)
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2

Au (g/t)
0.3
0.3
0.32
0.3
0.3

Ag (g/t)
11.4
9.7
10.3
7.4
9.4

Source: WH Ireland Research, Phoenix Copper
* 8,604m of drilling in 93 holes – cutoff grade 0.292%Cuequivalent
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Table 7: Red Star Resource*
Inferred
Total Resource

Tonnage (kt)
104
104

Cu (%)
0.3
0.3

Zn (%)
0.1
0.9
0.9

Pb (%)
3.9
3.9

Au (g/t)
0.9
0.9

Ag (g/t)
173
173

Source: WH Ireland Research, Phoenix Copper
Based on only 3 drill holes. Currently the subject of a 20 hole (1,500m) drill program

Figure 5: Vista – showing the proximity of the various resources and old mines

Source: WH Ireland Research, Phoenix Copper

Red Star Potential
Red Star is a priority project for
Phoenix

Whilst not the subject of a full PEA yet, Phoenix has conducted its own internal economic
study on Red Star on what it believes could be a quick-to-market- project. The 2020
drilling campaign showed the structural complexity of the Red Star zone and after a
review of the geology and its associations Phoenix has a plan to chase the mineralisation
which they think could run all the way to White Knob mine. Phoenix will use a ground
magnetic survey to follow the contract between the MacKay granite and the limestone
host.
We too are of the opinion that this project has merit and we have tentatively calculated
a cash flow for a four-year project (160kt/yr processed at a roughly average grade from
the two good intercepts through the mineralisation – which correspond to historical
mining grades from formerly operating mines).
There is of course no certainty that a resource of 600kt can be found (current resource
from the 3 holes stands at 100kt) but the geology looks prospective and from our

WHIreland
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understanding of similar deposits we expect a continuation of the mineralisation – a
continuation that Phoenix can currently demonstrate on surface. The 2021 drilling should
provide significant colour on the inputs to any cash flow (Table 10).

Figure 6: Old adit entrance

Figure 7: Copper oxides in Core – Empire Open pit

Source: WH Ireland Research, Phoenix Copper

Empire Updated PEA (February 2020).
Hard Rock Consulting LLC calculated a new PEA for the Empire deposit in February 2021,
updating the initial PEA to take into account the new drilling and the new plan to recover
all of the metals in the ore in a 2-stage leach. The new plan uses a 11-year, two-stage
approach to first leach the ore with sulphuric acid to produce copper cathode and a zinc
concentrate (in years 1-7) followed by re-leaching the ore with ammonium thiosulphate
(years 4 to 11) to extract the gold and silver. The Empire mine will process 14.3Mt of
mineralisation to produce, on average, 8.3kt/yr of copper cathode and 1.9kt/yr of zinc in
concentrate in years 1-7, and on average 16.7koz/yr gold and 660koz/yr silver in years 411. At current metal prices the payback for the $55m preproduction capital is less than 2
years.
Bringing a separate gold-silver plant into the full process flow sheet made sense as in the
updated Empire drilling in 2020 Phoenix demonstrated zones of very high precious metal
enrichment. It was these zones which made Phoenix rethink their plans and take a holistic
approach to the flow sheet to recover all of the metals in the Empire ore.
Our own DCF (Table 8) has been calculated using inputs from Phoenix (RNS 16/02/2021)
modified by our own numbers – all inputs used are provided in the text box to the left of
our DCFs below. We estimate that at our long-term copper price of $3.5/lb and gold price
of $1500/oz (zinc $1.15/lb and silver $27/oz), the whole project will generate an NPV of
$87m (NPV8) and have a FCF of ~$22m/yr (on average).
WHIreland
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Highlights from the February 2021 Economic Study
The Empire open pit copper-zinc-gold-silver project PEA was updated for Phoenix by Hard
Rock Consulting:
 Pre-production capital costs of $52.7m for the copper-zinc circuit and $36.8m for the
gold-silver circuit. We expect the second circuit to be funded from cash flow.
 Standard copper-zinc production from Solvent Extraction and Electrowinning (SxEw)
together with leaching gold-silver using a novel, cyanide-free process for which test
work has shown works equally as well as cyanide with none of the downsides in terms
of safety or permitting risk.
 There is now an 11-year, two-stage plan to first leach the ore with sulphuric acid to
produce copper cathode and a zinc concentrate (in years 1-7) followed by re-leaching
the ore with ammonium thiosulphate (years 4 to 11) to extract the gold and silver
 The project will process 14.3Mt of mineralisation (SR 3.8:1) to produce, on average,
8.3kt/yr of copper cathode and 1.9kt/yr of zinc in concentrate in years 1-7, and
16.7koz/yr gold and 660koz/yr silver in years 4-11.
 Low mine site operating costs ($17.7/t processed for the copper-zinc circuit and
$15.5/t processed for the gold-silver circuit) with overall costs expected to be (at
current metal prices) $1.8/lb equivalent copper and $1,190/oz equivalent gold).
 Phoenix estimates an NPV7.5%, using current metal prices ($3.8/lb copper, $1.2/lb zinc,
$1825/oz gold and $27/oz silver) of $105m pre-tax / $88m post tax.
Use of ammonium thiosulphate for precious metal recovery
Thiosulphates are used commercially in gold production e.g. calcium thiosulphate in one
of the circuits at its Carlin Complex in Nevada – Barrick TSX:ABX, Mkt Cap$45.3bn. A noncyanide process will obviously speed up any permitting process and being a cleaner,
greener process would enhance the credentials of Phoenix.
Phoenix Copper sent a 390lb fresh surface sample of precious metal-bearing magnetite
skarn to the AuRIC Laboratories in Salt Lake City. This was milled to -80# with composite
assays grading 12.8g/t gold and 13.4g/t silver.
 Cyanide test
Six tests were carried out at varying sample weights (30g, 100g and
3,000g) at a pH of 11.5 and using standard sodium cyanide concentrations. Gold was
recovered to carbon or via zinc precipitation and then smelted and weighed.
 Ammonium Thiosulphate test (ATS) Six tests on varying sample weights (30g, 250g
and 3,000g) and tested at varying concentrations of ATS to check recovery and reagent
loss. Reagents were ATS, with ammonium hydroxide for pH control and copper II
sulphate pentahydrate as an oxidising agent. Gold recovered via zinc precipitation
and lead cupellation and then smelted and weighed.
The results were in June (RNS 30/06.2020) and showed that both cyanide and ATS tests
were comparable with a high (>95%) gold recovery in short time (<4 hours) with low
reagent consumption (6% cyanide and 4% ATS). Silver recovery was nearly 70%.
Increasing ATS concentration had minimal impact on gold recovery but did show a silver
recovery increase to 78%. AuRIC has advised to move to pilot scale tests (up to 1t batches)
in its Salt Lake City laboratory before building a small pilot plant at site in Idaho as its next
step recommendations.

WHIreland
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DCF for Empire copper-zinc project
DCF Inputs

Table 8: Empire copper-zinc project cash flow

Phoenix PEA plus WHI estimates
Production year 1 to year 7
Heap leach processing 1.6Mt/yr.
Stripping Ratio 3:1
Grades 0.7% Cu and 0.2% Zn
Recovery 76% Cu, 50% Zn
Assumed zinc concentrate 50% Zn
with a TC/Ft of $200/t conc. Pay 85%
Metal Prices – Long-term prices
(WHIe) for Cu at $3.5/lb (higher in the
earlier years) and Zn $1.15/lb
Weight averaged operating costs
$17.5/t ore processed which are
~175c/lb of copper cathode produced
net of Zn by-product credits
5% Royalty
30% Federal (23%) and 7% (state)
taxes
Expansion Capex - $55m – we assume
60% debt and 40% equity. Paid back
over 5 years at 8% straight-line
declining balance

We examine the planned gold-silver
production in Table 9 below. This will
process the tails from the Cu/Zn leach
circuit
using
an
ammonium
thiosulphate leaching.

Yr-1

Yr 1

Yr 2

Yr 3

Yr 5

Yr 10*

Ore Mined
Waste Mined
Cu
Zn
SR

kt
kt
%
%
#

2100
2459
0.7
0.2
1.2

2100
1773
0.6
0.2
0.8

2100
19357
0.5
0.4
9.2

2100
35727
0.3
0.1
17.0

-

Ore Processed
Cu
Zn
Zn conc (50% Zn)

kt
kt cath
kt cont
kt conc

2100
11.3
2.5
4.9

2100
9.0
2.0
4.1

2100
8.3
3.7
7.5

2100
5.6
1.4
2.8

-

Zn Price
Cu Price
Zn TC/Ft

$/lb
$/lb
$/t conc

1.2
4.0
200

1.2
3.8
200

1.2
3.6
200

1.2
3.6
200

-

Net Rev Cu
Net Rev Zn
Net Revenue

$m
$m
$m

Operating costs
Royalty
EBITDA

$m
$m
$m

depreciation
EBIT
interest
tax
Operating Profit

$m
$m

Add back Depreciation
Sustaining Capex
Expansion Capex

$m
$m
$m

(55.0)

99.2
4.3
103.5
(34.0)
(5.2)
64.3
(15.2)
49.2
(2.6)
(3.7)
42.8
15.2
(4.8)
-

75.4
3.6
79.0
(33.6)
(4.0)
41.5
(14.3)
27.2
(2.1)
(2.0)
23.0
14.3
(6.0)
-

66.1
6.6
72.7
(34.7)
(3.6)
34.4
(11.7)
22.7
(1.6)
(1.7)
19.4
11.7
(4.0)
-

44.1
2.5
46.5
(44.1)
(2.3)
0.1
(8.1)
(8.0)
(0.5)
(8.5)
8.1
(3.0)
-

-

Cash Flow

$m

(55.0)

55.8

33.4

28.7

(2.9)

-

$m
$m

Source: WH Ireland Research, Phoenix Copper * Production of base meals stops in year Year 7

We’ve kept our Cash Flow simple at this stage using inputs from the Phoenix PEA plus our
own internal assumptions benchmarked to similar operations.
Figure 8: Empire copper-zinc project cash flow
160
140

67%

NPV8
NPV10
NPV15

USDm
87.1
78.1
59.8

120
NPV10 - USDm

IRR

100
80
60
40

Breakeven Cu Price
$2.28/lb

20
0
(20%)

(15%)

(10%)

Copper Price

(5%)

0

Capital Cost

5%

10%

15%

20%

Operating Cost

Source: WH Ireland Research, Phoenix Copper
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DCF for Empire precious metals circuit project
We separate out the gold and silver production stream from processing the tailings
previously leached for the production of copper and zinc. We treat this a separate circuit.
Our preliminary DCF uses inputs from the February 2021 updated PEA, (Table 9).
DCF Inputs

Table 9: Empire Precious Metals Circuit Cash flow

Production year 4 to year 11

Yr 1

Yr 2

Yr 3

Yr 4

Yr 5

Yr 10

83% gold recovery and 77% silver
recovery using cyanide.

leached
Ag
Au

kt
g/t
g/t

-

-

-

1000.0
16.0
0.3

2100.0
0.3
16.0

2100.0
0.3
10.5

566koz/yr silver and 15koz gold
produced

Ag recov
Au recov

%
%

-

-

-

77.0
83.0

77.0
83.0

77.0
83.0

Operating costs of $15/t processed

Ag
Au

koz
koz

-

-

-

396.1
7.2

831.8
15.2

545.9
17.9

Capital cost - $30m from cash flow

Ag price
Au Price

koz
koz

-

-

-

27.0
1500.0

27.0
1500.0

27.0
1500.0

Highly leveraged to prices. At current
spot prices the NPV8 triples to $28m

Net Revenue

$m

-

-

-

21.1

45.2

41.6

Costs
Royalty
EBITDA

$m
$m
$m

-

-

-

(15.4)
(0.4)
5.2

(32.3)
(0.9)
12.0

(32.3)
(0.8)
8.4

depreciation
EBIT
interest
tax
Operating Profit

$m
$m
$m
$m

-

-

-

(2.5)
2.7
(0.0)
2.7

(5.3)
6.7
(0.1)
6.6

(5.3)
3.1
0.2
3.3

Add back Depreciation
Sustaining Capex
Expansion Capex

$m
$m
$m

-

-

(30.0)

2.5
(0.5)
-

5.3
(1.0)
-

5.3
(1.0)
-

Cash Flow

$m

-

-

(30.0)

4.7

10.9

7.6

Source: WH Ireland Research, Phoenix Copper * Production starts in Year 4 from Empire until Year 10

Figure 9: Empire Precious Metals Circuit Cash flow Sensitivity
40

IRR

20%

NPV8
NPV10
NPV15

USDm
10.6
7.7
2.9
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0
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(20%)

(15%)
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Source: WH Ireland Research, Phoenix Copper
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DCF Inputs
All WHI estimates – NPV is heavily
risked in our fair value calculation
It may be possible to recover three
concentrates. PbAg(Au), Zn(Ag) and
Cu (AuAg) concentrates. Our DCF
simplifies this – one concentrate a
PbAg(Au) concentrate
Standard crush, grind flotation –
160kt/yr
We assume grades of 10% Pb and
250g/t Ag. Less than historical grades
of the skarns mined in the area but in
line with 2 of the 3 drill holes that are
currently included in the inferred
resource.
We assume a recovery 90% Pb, 90%
Ag and 30% Au to the lead
concentrate
We assume the lead concentrate
grades 60% Pb. 1,500g/t Ag and 2g/t
Au - and with a TC/Ft of $200/t conc.
Pay 95% Pb and Ag, 90% Au
Metal Prices – Long-term prices
(WHIe) for Pb at $1/lb, Ag at $27/oz
and Au at $1,500/oz

Table 10: Red Star Underground Cash flow
Yr-1

WHIreland

Yr 4

Yr 5

100
100
10
250

160
160
10
250

160
160
10
250

160
160
10
250

20
20
10
250

Pb-Ag Concentrate
Pb
Ag

kt
%
g/t

15
60
1500

24
60
1500

24
60
1500

24
60
1500

3
60
1500

Pb Price
Ag Price
Pb conc TC/Ft

$/lb
$/oz
$/t conc

1.0
27.0
200

1.0
27.0
200

1.0
27.0
200

1.0
27.0
200

1.0
27.0
200

Net Revenue

$m

35.7

57.1

57.1

57.1

7.1

Operating costs
Operating costs
Royalty
EBITDA

$/t milled
$m
$m
$m

120
(12.0)
(1.8)
21.9

120
(19.2)
(2.9)
35.1

120
(19.2)
(2.9)
35.1

120
(19.2)
(2.9)
35.1

120
(2.4)
(0.4)
4.4

Depreciation
EBIT
Interest
Tax
Operating Profit

$m
$m
$m
$m
$m

(4.9)
17.0
(1.4)
(4.7)
10.9

(7.3)
27.7
(1.0)
(8.0)
18.7

(7.3)
27.7
(0.5)
(8.2)
19.1

(7.3)
27.7
(8.3)
19.4

(0.9)
3.5
(1.1)
2.5

Add back Depreciation
Sustaining Capex
Expansion Capex

$m
$m
$m

(20.0)

4.9
(10.0)

7.3
(0.5)
-

7.3
(0.5)
-

7.3
(0.5)
-

0.9
(0.1)
-

Cash Flow

$m

(20.0)

5.8

25.6

25.9

26.3

3.2

Source: WH Ireland Research, Phoenix Copper

Figure 10: Red Star Cash flow Sensitivity
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0
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Our inputs are subject to significant
change over the coming months, but
this acts as a specific ‘what-if’ DCF
analysis.

Yr 3

kt
kt
%
g/t

5% Royalty – as for Empire

We assume Expansion Capex - $30m
(assuming second-hand processing
equipment available – contract
mining). We assume 60% debt and
40% equity. Paid back over 5 years at
8% straight-line declining balance.

Yr 2

Ore Mined
Ore Milled
Pb
Ag

We assume operating Costs of $120/t
ore processed

30% Federal (23%) and 7% (state)
taxes as for Empire

Yr 1

(20%)

(10%)
Capital Cost

0

10%
Grade

20%

30%

40%

Tonnage

Source: WH Ireland Research, Phoenix Copper

Mine life is a critical factor at Red Star – doubling mine life to 8 years of full (160kt/yr)
production increases the NPV8 from $46m to $103m.
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Navarre Creek
Younger mineralisation at Navarre
Creek.

It bears strong characteristics of an
epithermal system similar to those
exploited very profitably in Nevada to
the South

At Navarre (only 5km NW of its Empire property), rocks of the Eocene Challis Volcanics
are exposed. The presence of Jasperoid bodies indicate significant Eocene hydrothermal
activity. Within the area, the Navarre Creek deposit previously produced a small amount
of antimony, which is a known pathfinder element for gold and silver in these areas.
There is abundant evidence for mineralisation and hydrothermal alteration which include
argillic and silicic alteration along northeast-trending faults and silicified zones and quartz
veins with similar orientations (Figures 12 and 13).
Phoenix exploration at Navarre Creek in Idaho found anomalous gold in hydrothermally
altered volcanic tuffs. All samples (barring one) assaying a ‘high’ gold grade (>0.1g/t gold)
were found associated with jasperoid-hosted quartz stockwork and micro-veining which
provides an excellent starting point for further exploration and drill target selection.
Phoenix geologists note the similarities they see between the geology at this location and
the multi-million ounce gold deposits around Carlin in Nevada. Obviously considerable
work is required to confirm that hypothesis, but the obvious size of the potential prize
makes this area of interest for follow-up work.
Mapping in the area also found evidence of the same Palaeozoic limestones and
associated skarn mineralisation close to surface in the licence – pointing to a possible
extension of the Empire and Red Star style of mineralisation into the Navarre Creek
licence; this again will have to be investigated further.
The licence has all the characteristics for the discovery of an epithermal precious metal
deposit. There is precedent for gold mining in the area with Bema Gold operating the
Champagne mine SW of Arco, Idaho (30km from Mackay) with a Heap leach process –
processing 2.3Mtons grading 1.2g/t Aueq. This is now being re-evaluated by Idaho
Champion who intend to search for high-grade zones underneath the old resource. There
are also many other development properties and a surge in M&A in Idaho (Table 4)

Figure 11: Silicified Fault zone – Navarre Creek

Figure 12: open pit and portal – Navarre Creek

Source: WH Ireland Research, Phoenix Copper
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Idaho Cobalt Projects
Cobalt supply is concentrated in the
DRC. It is generally produced as a byproduct from Cu-Co deposits or Ni-Co
deposits (particularly the laterite
mines)

Concentration of production in
unstable countries is a source of
concern and in Idaho there are cobalt
dominant projects which are of
considerable merit. The Raw deposit
(of The Jervois ICO project) is in
development and funding stage
currently and could lead to another
phase of interest in the Idaho cobalt
projects.

Cobalt mineralisation in Idaho is hosted in Proterozoic age meta-sediments; dominantly
quartzite and argillite metasedimentary rock, known as the Apple Creek Formation (ACF).
All the significant copper-cobalt mineralization is found in the ACF in a 30 - 35-mile-long
belt known as the ‘Idaho Cobalt Belt’. The deposits are of several types and are usually
stratabound and often stratiform and a) lie in proximity to mafic sequences in the middle
of the ACF (e.g. the Blackbird mine - cobalt as cobaltite - CoAsS); b) in fine grained pyritemagnetite-rich sediments at the bottom of the ACF (e.g. Iron Creek - cobalt in pyrite
(CoFe)S2) and; c) cobaltiferous tourmaline breccias.
The deposits have been
metamorphosed from Greenschist to Amphibolite facies.
There have been cobalt mining operations in Idaho in the past – the most notable being
the Blackbird Mine – operated latterly by Hanna Mining Company and most recently
closing in 1968.
Interest in new cobalt projects was driven by a price surge in 2017 (to prices of $~45/lb)
with prices still at historical highs returning and a recent robust price increase (currently
~25/lb). The issue with cobalt is diversity of supply with the DRC the principal source
(~50%) - with all its inherent instability, insecurity of supply and a global focus on
corporate governance. Chinese companies control the mining supply chain and send
most of the mined cobalt to China which leaves other global countries exposed to supply
disruption. Cobalt is essential for modern industrial applications and it has increasing
applications in lithium batteries and in electronics – all of which are forecasting a demand
rise.
While they are certainly not a priority, in our opinion the Phoenix properties are well
located in the Idaho Cobalt Belt and will, and should, be advanced as time and cash allows.
Figure 13: The Idaho Cobalt Belt – west of Salmon

Source: WH Ireland Research, New World Resources
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Phoenix Board and Management
Marcus Edwards-Jones – Executive Chairman. Marcus is Managing Director (and cofounder) of Lloyd Edwards-Jones S.A.S. Prior to founding Lloyd Edwards-Jones, Marcus
held senior positions with Julius Baer, and was head of UK/Continental European equity
sales at Credit Lyonnais Securities in London.
Marcus also has significant experience in worldwide institutional capital raisings for UK,
Australian & Canadian listed and unlisted companies predominately in the mining and
resources sectors. He is a former director of Georgian Mining Corp.
Ryan McDermott – Chief Executive Officer. Ryan has over 25 years’ experience in mining
and mineral exploration for base and precious metals. During this time he has held a
number of managerial positions, working most recently as a Senior Project Manager in
the western US and Alaska for a private investment group, with responsibility for
conducting due-diligence on a variety of advanced mining opportunities. Prior to this, he
was Director of Mining Operations for A2P, leading a team in the permitting and
development of two underground gold mines, an underground polymetallic mine, an
open-pit industrial garnet mine, two milling operations, and six exploration-stage gold
properties in Idaho and Montana.
Richard Wilkins – Chief Financial Officer. Richard is a Chartered Accountants after
qualifying with Coopers & Lybrand, he worked in their London and Cairo offices until
moving into private business. Richard has considerable experience in emerging markets
and the natural resources sector having been a founding director of the Zeravshan Gold
Co. (Nelson Gold Group – TSX) in Tajikistan in 1994 and co-founder of the Oxus Gold Group
of which he was a director from 1996 to 2017.
Roger Turner – Chief Technical Officer – Non-Executive Director. Roger has an extensive
mining career spanning over 40 years, including running TSX and AIM listed companies.
Roger was the CEO of Nelson Gold Group and was responsible for its TSX listing, financing,
construction and commissioning of the Jilau gold mine in Tajikistan. He was a founder of
Oxus Gold Plc and was the CEO. He was responsible for listing Oxus on AIM in 2002.
Dennis Thomas – VP Investor Relations - Non Executive Director. After working as a
mining engineer in Europe, Africa and Asia, he established a mining recruitment
consultancy based in the UK. Since the mid-1980s, he has specialised in identifying new
mining business opportunities around the world worthy of potential investment by
carrying out assessments and feasibility studies, negotiating lease agreements,
contractual arrangements, establishing new companies, and directing the start-up and
development of new projects.
Andre Cohen – Non-Executive Director. Andre was previously CEO (and founder) of
Coherent Financial Solutions, a UK based advisory company providing strategic and
financing advice to transportation and infrastructure clients. Prior to this, he held senior
positions with West LB, where he was Head of Transportation Finance, TNT Ltd, where he
was Finance Director, Europe, and Citicorp in London and Australia in investment banking.
Jason Riley –Non-Executive Director. Jason has over 15 years’ experience in investment
and capital markets, including capital raising/management, private equity, and start-up
ventures, having taken companies from start-up through to revenue generation and
successful exit. Jason is currently President of ExGen Resources Inc, the Vancouver-based
royalty company that is the 20% partner in the Gordon Lake Project, which Phoenix has
an 80% interest in, and Konnex Resources Inc, which is developing the Empire Mine in
Idaho, USA.
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DISCLAIMER
Marketing Communication
This research report is disseminated by WH Ireland Limited (“WHI”) which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) and is a member of the
London Stock Exchange. This research report is intended for the sole use of the person for whom it is addressed and is not intended for private individuals or those classified
as Retails Clients as defined by the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2004/39/EC (“MiFID”).
Non-independent research
This research report is marketing communications and is produced in accordance with the FCA’s Conduct of Business Sourcebook. It has not been prepared in accordance
with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and it is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of
investment research. However, WHI is required by the FCA to have policies in place to identify and manage the conflicts of interest which may arise in the production and
dissemination of this research report , such management of conflicts include a firm wide ban of PA dealings in any issuer under research coverage.
Planned frequency of updates to recommendation
WHI does not have a schedule for issuing research recommendations, they are issued whenever the research analyst and members of the research team alone deem it
relevant, but usually in the event of significant development.
Disclaimer
This research report has been approved under part IV article 19 of The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “FPO”) by WHI for
communication in the United Kingdom only to investment professionals as that term is defined in article 19(5) of the FPO. Its contents are not directed at, may not be suitable
for and should not be relied on by anyone who is not an investment professional including retail clients. This research report is for distribution only as may be permitted by
law. It is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction where doing so would be contrary to law or regulation or would
subject WHI to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. This research report is not an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any financial
instruments or to participate in any particular trading strategy. It does not constitute a personal recommendation and recipients must satisfy themselves that any dealing is
appropriate in the light of their own understanding, appraisal of risk and reward, objectives, experience, and financial and operational resources.
The information herein is believed to be reliable and has been obtained from public sources believed to be reliable. WHI makes no representation or warranty, either express
or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. Any opinions expressed in this research report may change without notice and may differ or be contrary
to opinions expressed by other business areas of WHI. Any statements contained in this report attributed to a third party represent WHI’s interpretation of the data,
information and/or opinions provided by that third party either publicly or through a subscription service, and such use and interpretation have not been reviewed by the
third party. Investments involve risks, and investors should exercise prudence and their own judgement in making their investment decisions. The financial instruments
described in this research report may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. Options, derivative products and futures are not suitable
for all investors, and trading in these instruments is considered risky. Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or
related instrument referred to in this research report. For investment advice, trade execution or other enquiries, clients should contact their local sales representative.
The value of any investment or income may go down as well as up, and investors may not get back the full amount invested. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to
future performance. WHI accepts no fiduciary duties to the reader of this research report and in communicating it WHI is not acting in a fiduciary capacity. Neither WHI nor
any of its directors, employees or agents accepts any liability for any loss (including investment loss) or damage arising out of the use of all or any of the Information.
As at the quarter ending 28 February 2021 the distribution of all our published recommendations is as follows:
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Total Stocks

Percentage %

Corporate

Percentage %

Corporate

55

98.2

55

100.0
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0

0.0

0

0.0

Speculative Buy

0

0.0

0

0.0

Outperform

1

1.8

0

0.0

Market Perform

0

0.0

0

0.0

Underperform

0

0.0

0

0.0

Sell

0

0.0

0

0.0

Total

56
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55
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Valuation and Risks
For details relating to valuation and risks for subject issuers, please refer to the comments contained herein or in previously published research reports or sector notes.
Time and date of recommendation and financial instruments in the recommendation
The time and date when the production of this research recommendation is published is the date and time found in the header of the email carrying the research report.

Any prices stated in this document are for information purposes only, there is no representation that any transaction can or could have been effected at those prices. Different
assumptions by any other source may yield substantially different results. Where a price of a financial instrument is quoted it will generally, in the absence of the contrary, be
the closing mid-point price at the close of business the day before publication date.
A draft of this research report has been shown to the company following which factual amendments have been made.
No part of the content of this research report may be copied, forwarded or duplicated in any form or by any means without the prior consent of WHI and WHI accepts no liability
whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect.
By accepting this document, you agree to be bound by the disclaimers stated above. Please refer to http://research.whirelandplc.com/research/conflicts_of_interest.asp for
conflicts of Interest regarding Non-Independent Research.
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